Only scarce data is available on early infection by human T-lymphotropic virus (HTLV). In particular, the modes of clonal selection during primary infection cannot be analyzed due to the paucity of available samples. Therefore, we addressed this question in a closely related animal model, bovine leukemia virus (BLV). As HTLV, BLV persist indefinitely into its host and is generally asymptomatic but can also lead to lymphoma or leukemia. Both viruses replicate by colonizing new lymphocytes or via clonal proliferation of infected cells. However, the modes of replication occurring soon after infection of new hosts are currently unknown. We used high-throughput sequencing to map and quantify the insertion sites of the provirus in order to monitor the clonality of the BLV-infected B-cell population (i.e. the number of distinct clones and abundance of each clone). We found that BLV propagation shifts from cell neoinfection to clonal proliferation in less than 3 months post-inoculation. Initially, BLV proviral integration significantly favors transcribed regions of the genome. Negative selection then eliminates more than 96% of the clones detected at seroconversion and disfavoring BLV-infected B-cells carrying a provirus located close to a promoter or a gene. This selection is more stringent in animals where proviral load set point is low. Among the surviving proviruses, clone abundance nevertheless positively correlates with proximity to a transcribed unit or a CpG island. We conclude that massive clone selection occurs during primary infection disfavoring proviruses located nearby genes and this selection is stronger in low proviral load animals.
